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Oakland, California (Newsworthy.ai) Sunday Oct 15, 2023 @ 1:35 AM Australia/Perth —

The cannabis industry in Oakland takes a sophisticated turn with the grand opening of
Root’d In The 510 Equity Weed Dispensary, located at Oakland’s first cannabis
entertainment dispensary, Root’d introduces an innovative on-site consumption lounge,
allowing patrons to relish in the diverse offerings of the cannabis plant in a serene and
upscale environment.

Root’d In The 510 Equity Weed Dispensary is not just another dispensary; it’s a destination.
It’s where quality meets comfort, and where the community can come together to celebrate
the rich tapestry of cannabis culture. The dispensary is dedicated to providing an
unparalleled experience for both medical and adult-use consumers, ensuring that every
visitor feels valued, informed, and catered to.

At the heart of this weed dispensary in Oakland, is a team of knowledgeable cannabis
consultants. These experts are not only well-versed in the nuances of cannabis but are also
passionate about guiding customers through their unique cannabis journeys. Whether one is
a seasoned cannabis enthusiast or someone exploring its benefits for the first time, the team
at Root’d ensures a personalized and enlightening experience.

Root’d takes pride in its extensive selection of high-quality and craft cannabis products.
From aromatic cannabis flowers and perfectly rolled pre-rolls to delicious edibles, soothing
topicals, potent concentrates, and convenient cartridges, there’s something for everyone.
The emphasis is always on quality, ensuring that every product on the shelves meets the
highest standards of purity, potency, and safety.

In its unwavering commitment to excellence, Root’d stands as a beacon for quality in the
cannabis industry. Recognizing the importance of trust and reliability in this rapidly
evolving market, the dispensary has meticulously curated a selection of the most reputable
cannabis brands available today. Esteemed names such as Camino, Heavy Hitters, Lost
Farm, and Papa & Barkley grace their shelves, each bringing with them a legacy of quality,
innovation, and consumer trust.

These brands, known for their consistent quality, have carved a niche for themselves in the
cannabis world. Camino, for instance, is celebrated for its premium edibles that offer a
unique journey of flavors and experiences. Heavy Hitters, on the other hand, is renowned
for its potent and pure cartridges, ensuring that consumers receive an unadulterated
experience. Lost Farm is a brand that resonates with those seeking a more natural and
terpene-rich experience, while Papa & Barkley is synonymous with therapeutic, top-tier
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topicals and tinctures.

By forging strong partnerships with these industry leaders, Root’d goes beyond just retail. It
offers its patrons an assurance of quality, safety, and efficacy. Every product that finds its
way to Root’d’s shelves undergoes rigorous scrutiny, ensuring that customers are not just
purchasing a product, but investing in an experience. This dedication to housing only the
best underscores Root’d’s mission to elevate the cannabis shopping experience, ensuring
that patrons always have access to the pinnacle of cannabis products in the market.

Strategically located in the heart of Oakland, Root’d offers easy accessibility complemented
by ample parking facilities. The dispensary understands the evolving needs of today’s
consumers and, in addition to its physical store, offers free delivery. This ensures that those
who prefer the comforts of their home can still access Root’d’s premium products without
any hassle.

More than a store, Root’d envisions itself as a community hub. The on-site consumption
lounge is a testament to this vision. It’s a space where patrons can relax, share experiences,
and indulge in the finest cannabis products in a safe and welcoming environment. Regular
events, workshops, and community gatherings are also on the horizon, further cementing
Root’d’s position as a central figure in Oakland’s cannabis community.

As Root’d opens its doors to the public, it’s not just introducing a store but a new standard
for cannabis retail experience in Oakland. With plans for continuous innovation, community
engagement, and a commitment to excellence, Root’d is poised to be a beacon for cannabis
enthusiasts in the city and beyond.

For those keen on exploring the offerings at Root’d, the dispensary warmly welcomes all to
its location at Oakland, California, United States. For inquiries, product details, or to speak
with a cannabis consultant, please reach out at (510) 488-1148 or visit their website at
www.rootd510.com. Root’d is more than excited to be a part of the vibrant Oakland
community and is committed to serving its residents and visitors with dedication, passion,
and integrity.

Root’d In The 510 Equity Weed Dispensary is a trailblazer in Oakland’s cannabis scene.
With a focus on quality, education, and community, Root’d offers a unique and upscale
experience for cannabis consumers. The dispensary features an on-site consumption lounge,
a team of passionate experts, and a wide variety of high-quality products. Root’d is not just a
dispensary; it’s a movement towards a more informed, inclusive, and sophisticated cannabis
culture.
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